Effects of CGP 11305 A, a new reversible and selective inhibitor of MAO A, on biogenic amine levels and metabolism in the rat brain.
CGP 11305 A [4-(5-methoxy-7-bromo-benzofuranyl-2)piperidine HCl), a reversible, selective inhibitor of MAO A, increased the levels of rat brain noradrenaline, dopamine, and serotonin dose-dependently and to approximately the same extent. Concomitantly, it lowered the levels of their metabolites, MHPG-SO4, HVA, DOPAC, and 5-HIAA. When compared with the irreversible MAO A inhibitor clorgyline, the effects of CGP 11305 A were of much shorter duration. Moreover, the increases of noradrenaline and serotonin and the decreases of their metabolites MHPG-SO4 and 5-HIAA were smaller after CGP 11305 A than after clorgyline in equieffective doses for MAO A inhibition. CGP 11305 A decreased the synthesis of catecholamines and serotonin less markedly than clorgyline. This is probably due to the reversibility of the interaction of the compound with MAO A. In contrast to CGP 11305 A, clorgyline increased the level of dopamine less than those of noradrenaline and serotonin. This is explained by assuming that dopamine synthesis is particularly sensitive to end product inhibition. CGP 11305 A also exhibited some inhibitory properties on the uptake of serotonin and, to a lesser degree, of noradrenaline in vitro and in vivo. Compared with MAO inhibition, however, uptake inhibition required 30-100 times higher doses.